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Shining Light on the Past

• Thematic analyses of existing historical 
records from a feminist applied social 
psychology perspective, that is ongoing, 
responsive and borrows from:
• Feminist qualitative research/interpretation 

framework borrowing from grounded theory, 
ethnography, ethnology, comparative analysis, 
and others.

• Goal: creating a framework situating records 
and depictions of Hekate within the cultural 
context of the time they were created, and 
within the time they were “rediscovered” to 
develop a theory explaining why Hekate is a 
Goddess of Our Time.





Shining Light on the Known Sources

• Written documents, objects and works of art

• Interpreted by understanding:
• What: description of the work

• Who was the creator: their perspective and characteristics

• When did they create it: what are the sociological factors 
influencing the work

• Why was it created: the original use and context

• How was it created

• Who was the intended original audience

• What was the goal of the work

• Applying all these questions to the “rediscovery” of the work







Hesiod’s Theogony, 8th C BCE



6-7 c BCE 







5th - 2nd C BCE

















and the moon at one time Artemis,
at another Athena, and again Hecate, and Eileithyia---
-are they not again convicted of deifying 'the creature
rather than the Creator.' and the handiwork of the
world but not the worker, with great risk and danger,
and with mischief that must fall on their own head? 
Praeparatio Evangelica



Latin narrative poem from 8 CE by the Roman poet Ovid





Macbeth Act IV, Scene I, 
print published by John 
Boydell 1802



And we fairies, that do run 

By the triple Hecate's team, 

From the presence of the sun, 

Following darkness like a dream, 

Now are frolic: not a mouse 

Shall disturb this hallow'd house: 

I am sent with broom before, 

To sweep the dust behind the door.

From Wikipedia: A Midsummer Night's Dream is a comedy 
written by William Shakespeare c. 1595 or 1596. The play is set 
in Athens, and consists of several subplots that revolve around 
the marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta. One subplot involves a 
conflict among four Athenian lovers. Another follows a group of 
six amateur actors rehearsing the play which they are to 
perform before the wedding. Both groups find themselves in a 
forest inhabited by fairies who manipulate the humans and are 
engaged in their own domestic intrigue. The play is one of 
Shakespeare's most popular and is widely performed.[1]



Hekate came down into Greece as an earth goddess with the 
usual interest that such a divinity always had in vegetation and 
nutrition, in wild and human life, but possessing also certain 
attractions for the moon, and trailing with her a very pernicious 
cloud of superstition and sorcery. 

The Cults of the Greek States is a series of works by Lewis Richard Farnell, D. Litt., 
first published between 1896 and 1909, in five volumes (at the outset Farnell had 
only planned for there to be three), at the Clarendon Press, Oxford. The works 
were groundbreaking because it was the first time that any scholar had attempted 
to disentangle the history of Greek religion from that of Greek mythology.[citation 
needed] There was need for the two to be separated since Greek mythology had 
at the time, in literary circles at any rate, a reputation of being a "bizarre and 
hopeless thing".[1] – from Wikipedia











Hekate’s torch illuminates the pervading darkness with a dim lunar light. In 
ancient classical literature she was known as one of the Daughters of the Night, 
and with her dogs she guards the gates of the underworld. If she is your angel, 
you have to learn how to think, speak, and act without countering the darkness 
that has hold of you. Hekate is at one with the dark. Your way of reasoning and 
understanding likewise has to be enlightening as the moon illuminates—soft, 
incomplete, obscure, romantic, slightly chilling, beautiful. 
Psychology tends to be solar, wanting to bring all things to light, to overcome the 
darkness and make everything manageable. It wants to banish darkness with any 
means at its disposal. But no one needs such a harsh cleansing and brightening. 
It would be better to be deepened and darkened by an experience of the night. 
You would then become more complex, more interesting, less one-dimensional. 
You can see that the point of staying in the dark is not to trick it into making you 
brilliant and germ-free, but to make you a more interesting person and to give 
you a more fascinating life. In therapeutic times like ours, these goals may seem 
odd. But they are ultimately more humane. Rather than giving you a spotless, 
well-adjusted personality, they give you substance. You become a person worth 
knowing, worth listening to, and worth loving, in all your dimensions.” – Dark 
Nights of the Soul: A Guide to Finding Your Way Through Life's Ordeals by 
Thomas More.
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